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Harmony
Harmony is an open source tool for psychologists to 
use for free around the world

Uses Natural Language Processing (NLP)

MIT License

It’s not a monetised product

Python+R libraries

Wellcome funded
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MEET THE TEAM
…plus people around 
the world who have 

made pull requests to 
Github!
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Examples of open 
source projects
Mix of licences Mozilla License

pandas Python library → BSD 3 License

psych, R package → GPL-3 License
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→ MIT License



GAD-7 Anxiety
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Beck’s 
Anxiety 
Inventory

Numbers of 
tingling
Wobliness in legs
Unable to relax
Feeling hot
Fears of worst 
happening
Dizzy or lighheaded
Unsteady
Haert pounding
Terrified or afraid
Nervous
Feeling of chocking
Hangs trembling
Difficulty in 
breathing
Shaky / unsteady
Fear of losing 
control
Fear of dying
Scared
Indigestion
Faint / lightheaded
Hot / cold sweats
Face flushed

Over the last two weeks, how often have you 
been bothered by the following problems

1. Feeling nervous, anxious, or on edge

2. Not being able to stop or control worrying

3. Worrying too much about different things

4. Trouble relaxing

5. Being so restless that it is hard to sit still

6. Becoming easily annoyed or irritable

7. Feeling afraid, as if something awful might happen

Columns total + =



v

Harmonisation
Psychologists have 
to match different 
survey items, 
sometimes in 
different languages

v



Manual harmonisation: time 
consuming and subjective, lots of 

spreadsheets!



1. Feeling nervous, anxious, or on edgee

1. Feeling afraid, as if something awful might 
happen

Use Harmony for fast harmonisation across languages



https://harmonydata.ac.uk/app

https://harmonydata.ac.uk/app


DEVELOPMENT OF HARMONY



How does Harmony 
work?
1. Process the PDF to get the question items out
2. Convert all questions to sentence embeddings
3. Calculate the cosine similarity

                             

https://colab.research.google.com/github/harmonydata/harmony/blob/main/Harmony_example_walkthrough.ipynb


How does Harmony work?

Matches items by semantic content using Natural Language Processing

Steps:
1. Break sentences into words (tokens)
2. Attribute values to words  (vectors)
3. Place them into a vector space
4. Place synonyms in close coordinates
5.Use sentence Transformer (neural network) to combine the 

vectors of an entire text (Attention model)



How does Harmony work?

� Matches items by semantic content using Natural Language Processing
� Transformer model converts semantic words into numeric vectors





Evaluating Harmony
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Real correlations?
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MCElroy et al,

Using natural language 
processing to facilitate the
harmonization of mental 
health questionnaires: a
validation study using 
real-world data



Real correlations?
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MCElroy et al,

Using natural language 
processing to facilitate the
harmonization of mental 
health questionnaires: a
validation study using 
real-world data



Real correlations?
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How to get involved

Clone/Fork the Github
● Make your changes in your fork
● Please run all the unit tests
● Check that the API and front end all run
● Make a pull request
● We merge your changes into main!

Use Harmony in research Promote Harmony on social 
media● We’d love to see how Harmony can be used 

across social sciences, e.g. political 
sciences, law, market research, etc

● Share on Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter



Upcoming hackathon
Planned for 3 June in UCL, London 
harmonydata.ac.uk/hackathon

Ideas so far:
1. Harmony needs improvement in parsing PDFs (check 

Kaggle)
2. Improving the matching algorithm
3. Add different LLMs
4. https://harmonydata.ac.uk/ideas/
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Next steps
1. Extend Harmony for new LLMs
2. Improve the matching
3. Can we link Harmony to more psychology databases?
4. Are there use cases outside psychology?

○ Market research? (Surveys about new products?)
○ Pharma? (Informed Consent Forms?)
○ Finance?
○ Legal?
○ National Archives?
○ Your industry?

5. More collaborations…
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Thank you!
Question, Suggestions and (maybe) answers

@harmony_data
@fastdatascienc1

https://harmonydata.ac.uk/app/
https://discord.gg/harmonydata
https://github.com/harmonydata


